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Date range: 2008-07-21 21:51:07 -- 2008-07-22 02:13:47
Packets analyzed: 91,144 (55.02 MB)
Transports: IPv4 100% 
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1) 192.168.8.0/21 - 6.56 MB (11%) 1) 192.168.8.0/21 - 39.58 MB (71%)
2) 208.111.148.6 - 5.41 MB (9%) 2) 192.168.1.64 - 7.77 MB (14%)

































































1) 80 - 44.78 MB (84%) 1) 80 - 5.85 MB (11%)
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3) 39710 - 178.85 KB (0%) 3) 33148 - 4.44 MB (8%)
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“The views expressed in this 
presentation do not necessarily 
reflect those of the Department of 
Defense or the US Government.”
Tuesday, November 5, 13
Forensic visualizations serve two purposes:
Presentation & Discoverery
Presentation — visualizations can explain data
• Report or Courtroom
• Summarize data
• Present time series information — illustrate a sequence of events
• Provide iconic representation of an idea
—This seems to be what most forensic visualizations are used for
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Presentation visualizations:
Illustrate complex concepts or sequences of events
DFRWS 2011 Solution, FoxIT
• Data sent between multiple users with multiple devices
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I use this visualization to explain JPEG segments
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$ xxd 1pixel.jpg
0000000: ffd8 ffe0 0010 4a46 4946 0001 0101 0048  ......JFIF.....H
0000010: 0048 0000 ffdb 0043 0003 0202 0302 0203  .H.....C........
0000020: 0303 0304 0303 0405 0805 0504 0405 0a07  ................
0000030: 0706 080c 0a0c 0c0b 0a0b 0b0d 0e12 100d  ................
0000040: 0e11 0e0b 0b10 1610 1113 1415 1515 0c0f  ................
0000050: 1718 1614 1812 1415 14ff c000 0b08 0001  ................
0000060: 0001 0101 1100 ffc4 001f 0000 0105 0101  ................
0000070: 0101 0101 0000 0000 0000 0000 0102 0304  ................
0000080: 0506 0708 090a 0bff c400 b510 0002 0103  ................
0000090: 0302 0403 0505 0404 0000 017d 0102 0300  ...........}....
00000a0: 0411 0512 2131 4106 1351 6107 2271 1432  ....!1A..Qa."q.2
00000b0: 8191 a108 2342 b1c1 1552 d1f0 2433 6272  ....#B...R..$3br
00000c0: 8209 0a16 1718 191a 2526 2728 292a 3435  ........%&'()*45
00000d0: 3637 3839 3a43 4445 4647 4849 4a53 5455  6789:CDEFGHIJSTU
00000e0: 5657 5859 5a63 6465 6667 6869 6a73 7475  VWXYZcdefghijstu
00000f0: 7677 7879 7a83 8485 8687 8889 8a92 9394  vwxyz...........
0000100: 9596 9798 999a a2a3 a4a5 a6a7 a8a9 aab2  ................
0000110: b3b4 b5b6 b7b8 b9ba c2c3 c4c5 c6c7 c8c9  ................
0000120: cad2 d3d4 d5d6 d7d8 d9da e1e2 e3e4 e5e6  ................
0000130: e7e8 e9ea f1f2 f3f4 f5f6 f7f8 f9fa ffda  ................
0000140: 0008 0101 0000 3f00 fd53 afff d9         ......?..S...
Omnigraffle Apple 
TextEdit
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(re-implemented with CSS and HTML)(Inkscape or Matplotlib)
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Explanatory visualizations can have a mix of data-driven 
and hand-drafted elements.
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Great for discovery... but not very exciting
Instant situational awareness—fast and easy to interpret.
bulk_extractor feature file
327594963       CPS-requests@verisign.com       m; by E-mail at CPS-requests@verisign.com; or\x0Aby mail at
327734947       CPS-requests@verisign.com       m; by E-mail at CPS-requests@verisign.com; or\x0Aby mail at
327895387       CPS-requests@verisign.com       m; by E-mail at CPS-requests@verisign.com; or\x0Aby mail at
328057251       CPS-requests@verisign.com       m; by E-mail at CPS-requests@verisign.com; or\x0Aby mail at
332652110       CPS-requests@verisign.com       m; by E-mail at\x0ACPS-requests@verisign.com; or by mail at
332653035       CPS-requests@verisign.com       0; by E-mail at CPS-requests@verisign.com; or by mail at
332653461       CPS-requests@verisign.com       S; by E-mail at CPS-requests@verisign.com; or by mail at
370161659       intranet2000@banamex.com        ea href="mailto:intranet2000@banamex.com" shape="rect" c
345020131       CPS-requests@verisign.com       m; by E-mail at CPS-requests@verisign.com; or\x0Aby mail at
347139766       CPS-requests@verisign.com       m; by E-mail at CPS-requests@verisign.com; or\x0Aby mail at
Visualizations do not need to be graphical!
Common visualizations are tables, text files, and hex dumps
6
EnCase Forensic
Challenge for forensic sa pling: interpreting each sector
“What data do you have?”
• Easy:
0000000: ffd8 ffe0 0010 4a46 4946 0001 0201 0048  ......JFIF.....H
0000010: 0048 0000 ffe1 1d17 4578 6966 0000 4d4d  .H......Exif..MM
0000020: 002a 0000 0008 0007 0112 0003 0000 0001  .*..............
0000030: 0001 0000 011a 0005 0000 0001 0000 0062  ...............b
0000040: 011b 0005 0000 0001 0000 006a 0128 0003  ...........j.(..
0000050: 0000 0001 0002 0000 0131 0002 0000 001b  .........1......
0000060: 0000 0072 0132 0002 0000 0014 0000 008d  ...r.2..........
0000070: 8769 0004 0000 0001 0000 00a4 0000 00d0  .i..............
0000080: 0000 0048 0000 0001 0000 0048 0000 0001  ...H.......H....
0000090: 4164 6f62 6520 5068 6f74 6f73 686f 7020  Adobe Photoshop 
00000a0: 4353 2057 696e 646f 7773 0032 3030 353a  CS Windows.2005:
00000b0: 3035 3a30 3920 3136 3a30 313a 3432 0000  05:09 16:01:42..
00000c0: 0000 0003 a001 0003 0000 0001 0001 0000  ................
00000d0: a002 0004 0000 0001 0000 00c8 a003 0004  ................
00000e0: 0000 0001 0000 0084 0000 0000 0000 0006  ................
00000f0: 0103 0003 0000 0001 0006 0000 011a 0005  ................
• Hard:
000a000: 0011 fa71 57f4 6f5f ddff 00bd 15fb 5dfd  ...qW.o_......].
000a010: a996 0fc9 dff1 ff00 b149 e154 97f4 efd5  .........I.T....
000a020: e3f5 7f47 71df 8ffb d5d7 da9e d87f c12f  ...Gq........../
000a030: f8ff 00d8 b1f4 b1f8 ff00 c57e ab7a ff00  ...........~.z..
31hex dump
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Data-driven visualizations are great for showing graphs.


















































Beverly & Garfinkel, 
2010
We thought that we 
could identify 
groups of users by 
correlating MAC 
addresses found on 
hard drives
We had a table, but 
it was much easier 
to understand once 
we drew the graph
But does this scale?
MAC address ➜
Hard Drive ➜
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We can build data-driven visualizations with JavaScript kits.
e.g. http://d3js.org/
Methodology:
• Create HTML body, CSS style & JSON data model
• JavaScript reads JSON and creates SVG data elements
• Layout engine makes everything look good
Advantages:
• Everybody has a browser
• Browsers do layout, fonts, etc.
• CSS offers a lot of flexibility
• JavaScript engines can handle big datasets
Issues:
• Requires HTML & CSS design
• Heavy use of JQuery
• Must “fix” output for forensic use
9
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Data-Driven documents should allow for discovery!
(e.g. http://linkedjazz.org/network/)
10
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Many of these documents rely on interactivity.
11
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But if you move the mouse, you get a different result.
12
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We are trying to create data-driven visualizations for 
forensic discovery.
Spot data / trends that were not obvious





Date range: 2008-07-21 21:51:07 -- 2008-07-22 02:13:47
Packets analyzed: 91,144 (55.02 MB)
Transports: IPv4 100% 
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1) 192.168.8.0/21 - 6.56 MB (11%) 1) 192.168.8.0/21 - 39.58 MB (71%)
2) 208.111.148.6 - 5.41 MB (9%) 2) 192.168.1.64 - 7.77 MB (14%)

































































1) 80 - 44.78 MB (84%) 1) 80 - 5.85 MB (11%)
2) 443 - 1.82 MB (3%) 2) 39710 - 5.41 MB (10%)
3) 39710 - 178.85 KB (0%) 3) 33148 - 4.44 MB (8%)
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Visualizations for forensic discovery should be “automatic.”
Data driven
• You create the code — ONCE
• Different data ➜ different graphics
Fixed, predictable, static output:
• Interactive visualizations aren’t appropriate for court
• Different analysts should produce the same visualization
What about interactivity?
• Use interactivity for finding settings
• Use the settings for producing the visualization
What about video?
• Video doesn’t work well in most reports. Is it needed?
14
•➜ •➜
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This presentation is about making static visualizations of 
computer forensic data with open source tools.
Why we want static visualization
Issues to consider when making visualizations















Date range: 2008-07-21 21:51:07 -- 2008-07-22 02:13:47
Packets analyzed: 91,144 (55.02 MB)
Transports: IPv4 100% 
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—Data source: strings(1) | ccn_detector | python_scripts
The graph demonstrates:
• outliers
• total vs. unique
This data-driven graph shows incidence of credit card 











“Design Principles and Patterns for Computer Systems That Are 
Simultaneously Secure and Usable,” PhD Thesis, Garfinkel 2005
matplotlib
X axis is time of acquisition
It’s not meaningful... 
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• Data Sources: (previous PDF) + phone calls
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Today this is an easier graph to make.
Steps:
1.Run bulk_extractor on disk drives
2.Read the (# unique) and (# total) CCNs in the feature & histogram file
3.Create a bar graph with matplotlib
We ran bulk_extractor on a few thousand drives. 
Results were stored in .zip files:
  /corp/nus/drives_bulk_extractor-2013-08-20:
  total used in directory 90286552 available 5713959760
  drwxr-xr-x.  2 simsong root         61440 Aug 20 14:41 .
  drwxr-x---. 14 corpus  irb           4096 Sep 30 09:03 ..
  -rw-rw-r--.  1 simsong simsong      31513 Jul 30 11:07 0305.zip
  -rw-rw-r--.  1 simsong simsong    1835403 Jul 30 11:07 0308.zip
  -rw-rw-r--.  1 simsong simsong     833418 Jul 30 11:07 0310.zip
  -rw-rw-r--.  1 simsong simsong      20005 Jul 30 11:07 0312.zip
  -rw-rw-r--.  1 simsong simsong   15921378 Jul 30 11:07 0313.zip
  -rw-rw-r--.  1 simsong simsong    2938098 Jul 30 11:07 0314.zip
  -rw-rw-r--.  1 simsong simsong    3547615 Jul 30 11:07 0315.zip
  -rw-rw-r--.  1 simsong simsong      16468 Jul 30 11:07 0498.zip
  -rw-rw-r--.  1 simsong simsong      11287 Jul 30 11:06 0572.zip
  -rw-rw-r--.  1 simsong simsong      11285 Jul 30 11:07 0574.zip
18
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Each ZIP file contains carved objects and feature files:
   Length  Date         Time      File
 --------  -----------  --------  -------------------------------
        0  28-Jul-2013  10:12:10  0313/
     3064  28-Jul-2013  10:09:06  0313/ccn.txt
      435  28-Jul-2013  10:12:02  0313/ccn_histogram.txt
 19440204  28-Jul-2013  10:11:36  0313/domain.txt
    47932  28-Jul-2013  10:12:02  0313/email_histogram.txt
     2291  28-Jul-2013  10:01:44  0313/ether.txt
        0  28-Jul-2013  08:50:02  0313/find.txt
  1675013  28-Jul-2013  10:11:22  0313/jpeg.txt
        0  28-Jul-2013  10:06:24  0313/jpeg/
    27702  28-Jul-2013  10:01:06  0313/jpeg/17849683887-ZIP-0.jpg
    18031  28-Jul-2013  10:01:06  0313/jpeg/17849727138-ZIP-0.jpg
    13734  28-Jul-2013  10:01:12  0313/jpeg/17853205179-ZIP-0.jpg
     7393  28-Jul-2013  10:01:12  0313/jpeg/17853264313-ZIP-0.jpg
     7805  28-Jul-2013  10:01:12  0313/jpeg/17853270606-ZIP-0.jpg
     8799  28-Jul-2013  10:01:12  0313/jpeg/17853290623-ZIP-0.jpg
     9358  28-Jul-2013  10:01:12  0313/jpeg/17853298338-ZIP-0.jpg
     7446  28-Jul-2013  10:01:12  0313/jpeg/17855329427-ZIP-0.jpg
     7267  28-Jul-2013  10:01:12  0313/jpeg/17855335786-ZIP-0.jpg
     8407  28-Jul-2013  10:01:12  0313/jpeg/17855341964-ZIP-0.jpg
     8951  28-Jul-2013  10:01:12  0313/jpeg/17855349323-ZIP-0.jpg
     9861  28-Jul-2013  10:01:12  0313/jpeg/17855366469-ZIP-0.jpg
    10079  28-Jul-2013  10:06:24  0313/jpeg/19117936375-ZIP-0.jpg
    18488  28-Jul-2013  10:10:48  0313/json.txt
     1155  28-Jul-2013  10:06:46  0313/rar.txt
    11166  28-Jul-2013  10:12:02  0313/telephone_histogram.txt
        0  28-Jul-2013  10:12:08  0313/url_facebook-address.txt
    27521  28-Jul-2013  10:12:10  0313/url_searches.txt
   230917  28-Jul-2013  10:12:08  0313/url_services.txt
        0  28-Jul-2013  08:50:02  0313/vcard.txt
 11047565  28-Jul-2013  10:11:40  0313/windirs.txt
19
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# lines in feature file = # of total CCNs
# lines in histogram file = # of “distinct” CCNs
Feature file:
..
15759011793     4874625535450448        2;sz=120x60;ord=4874625535450448\x00\x0D
15759013329     4874625535450448        3;sz=120x60;ord=4874625535450448\x00\x0D
15768826985     4763476767365456        7654'6767676767'4763476767365456?\x01676
..
These are not real CCNs (false positives)
Histogram file:
n=10    4874625535450448
n=3     4763476767365456
n=3     5674326276767632
n=2     4228665330004449
n=2     6261031142333000
n=2     6577383247385461
n=1     4353245246356352
n=1     4980541652764985
n=1     5566667778889999
n=1     6444333565233521
n=1     SSN: 666-66-6666
We store this in an SQL database:
CREATE TABLE files (fileid INTEGER PRIMARY KEY ASC,report_filename TEXT 
UNIQUE,image_filename TEXT UNIQUE);                  
CREATE TABLE features (featureid INTEGER PRIMARY KEY ASC,featurename TEXT UNIQUE);   
CREATE TABLE counts (countid INTEGER PRIMARY KEY ASC,fileid INTEGER,
                     featureid INTEGER,count INTEGER,                         
       FOREIGN KEY (fileid) references files(fileid),                                
       FOREIGN KEY (featureid) references features(featureid));                      
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matplotlib is a python library for making visualizations.
• Python 2 & 3 support
• Multiple output formats
• Integrates with pylab and IPython Notebook
21
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Start by looking at the matplotlib gallery for a similar graph.
22
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With the data in a DB, extracting the data we want is easy.
select image_filename,featurename,count from counts 
   natural left join files 
   natural left join features 
   where featurename in ('ccn.txt','ccn_histogram.txt')
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Plot from python using matplotlib
def ccngraph(count):
    import numpy as np
    import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
    c = conn.cursor()
    c.execute("select image_filename,count from counts natural left join files natural left join 
features where featurename='ccn.txt'");
    totals = dict(c.fetchall())
    c.execute("select image_filename,count from counts natural left join files natural left join 
features where featurename='ccn_histogram.txt'");
    distinct = dict(c.fetchall())
    keys = sorted(list(set(list(totals.keys()) + list(distinct.keys()))))
    names = []
    distinctCounts = []
    totalCounts = []
    for k in keys[0:count]:
        names          += [os.path.basename(k)]
        distinctCounts += [distinct.get(k,0)]
        totalCounts    += [totals.get(k,0)]
    ind = np.arange(count)    # the x locations for the groups                                     
    width = 1.0               # the width of the bars: can also be len(x) sequence                 
    p1 = plt.bar(ind, distinctCounts,   width, color='r')
    p2 = plt.bar(ind, totalCounts, width, color='y',bottom=distinctCounts)
    plt.ylabel('# CCNs')
    plt.title('Number of CCNs per drive')
    plt.xticks(ind+width/2., names )
    plt.yticks(np.arange(0,81,10))
    plt.legend( (p1[0], p2[0]), ('Distinct', 'Total') )
    plt.show()
24
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The result is one HUGE bar and lots of little ones.
(First 50)
25
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Viewing first 100, there is another large bar.
26
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First 200...
27
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First 500...
28
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First 1000...
29
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Key differences:
• Split axes — good for scale 
—c.f.  logarithmic
—150 drives — easier to read
• Data range 0-32,000
• 5 hours of work
• ≈50 lines of code












• Much larger data range (how much?)
• 20 min of work
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Fix your graph one issue at a time.
Add the Y units by commenting out plt.yticks():
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A semi-log plot does a better job showing the range.
Change this:
p1 = plt.bar(ind, distinctCounts, width, color='r')
p2 = plt.bar(ind, totalCounts,    width, color='y',bottom=distinctCounts)
To this:
# for log plot, never go down to 0                                                  
bottom = [.01]*count
p1 = plt.bar(ind, distinctCounts, width, color='r',bottom=bottom)
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The original plot had a “broken axis.”
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I quickly found an online example.
34
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The broken axis is two plots with the same data and 
different zooms
35




ax.bar(ind, distinctCounts, width, color='r',bottom=bottom)
ax.bar(ind, totalCounts,    width, color='y',bottom=distinctCounts)
..
ax2.bar(ind, distinctCounts, width, color='r',bottom=bottom)
ax2.bar(ind, totalCounts,    width, color='y',bottom=distinctCounts)
...
36
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Change the output format to PDF.
(Bitmaps are a lousy way to show graphical information.)
Still need to do:
• Add commas to Y axis formatter
• Draw y grid lines across page
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Visualization engines support multiple output formats
Bitmaps:
• GIF — Graphic Interchange Format
• PNG — Portable Network Graphics
• JPEG — Joint Photographic Experts Group
—Don’t output to bitmaps if you can help it
—Problems with zooming & blurring
Line art:
• SVG — Scalable Vector Graphics
• PDF — Portable Document Format
Animation:
• MOV — QuickTime
• SWF — Adobe Flash
39
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PDF is a container format.
It can distribute a single image or multiple pages.
The FoxIT illustration was extracted from the DFRWS 2011 PDF:
1690681 DFRWS2011_Forensic_Challenge-exported2.pdf
The relevant image is on p. 21
40
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PDF content can be line art or bitmaps.
The FoxIT illustration is a bitmap. Extract it with pdfimages:
$ pdfimages DFRWS2011_Forensic_Challenge-exported2.pdf \
  -f 21 -l 21 -j foxit
$ BLOCKSIZE=1024 ls -s1
total 16832
 1652 DFRWS2011_Forensic_Challenge-exported2.pdf
    4 foxit-000.jpg
   40 foxit-001.ppm
    4 foxit-002.pbm
15132 foxit-003.ppm
$ convert foxit-003.ppm foxit-003.png
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Zoomed in, we still have a bitmap.
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Many of the JavaScript libraries produce SVG output
43
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SVG can be transformed to PDF with the browser’s “print” 
command.
44
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The resulting PDF is 2.6MB. 

























































































Date range: 2008-07-21 21:51:07 -- 2008-07-22 02:13:47
Packets analyzed: 91,144 (55.02 MB)
Transports: IPv4 100% 
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netviz is a network visualization that we added to tcpflow
Design goals:
• Handle any number of packets
• Output in PDF
• Easy to use without training
• Use the BE13 API
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Netviz is implemented with open source libraries.
Other options we considered:
• LaTeX
• HTML & SVG
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We were trying to 
minimize dependencies
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Infoblock provides important forensic information.
Always label your visualizations with:
• Input
• Date of input file
• Date visualization was run
• Command line used to generate the output (we forgot this)
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The time-based histogram shows how many packets were 
received, and when they were received.
The histogram lets an analyst make a rapid determination about what’s 





Date range: 2008-07-21 21:51:07 -- 2008-07-22 02:13:47
Packets analyzed: 91,144 (55.02 MB)
Transports: IPv4 100% 
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1) 192.168.8.0/21 - 6.56 MB (11%) 1) 192.168.8.0/21 - 39.58 MB (71%)
2) 208.111.148.6 - 5.41 MB (9%) 2) 192.168.1.64 - 7.77 MB (14%)

































































1) 80 - 44.78 MB (84%) 1) 80 - 5.85 MB (11%)
2) 443 - 1.82 MB (3%) 2) 39710 - 5.41 MB (10%)
3) 39710 - 178.85 KB (0%) 3) 33148 - 4.44 MB (8%)
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Port histograms that show sources & destinations.
These use the same code as the time-based histogram.
Note:





Date range: 2008-07-21 21:51:07 -- 2008-07-22 02:13:47
Packets analyzed: 91,144 (55.02 MB)
Transports: IPv4 100% 
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1) 192.168.8.0/21 - 6.56 MB (11%) 1) 192.168.8.0/21 - 39.58 MB (71%)
2) 208.111.148.6 - 5.41 MB (9%) 2) 192.168.1.64 - 7.77 MB (14%)

































































1) 80 - 44.78 MB (84%) 1) 80 - 5.85 MB (11%)
2) 443 - 1.82 MB (3%) 2) 39710 - 5.41 MB (10%)
3) 39710 - 178.85 KB (0%) 3) 33148 - 4.44 MB (8%)
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Address histogram shows source & destination addresses.
Problem: There might be 232 IPv4 addresses or 2128 IPv6 addresses.
Solution: Tree-based counter 
• Note 192.168.8.0/21 in above display — the /21 was automatically determined





Date range: 2008-07-21 21:51:07 -- 2008-07-22 02:13:47
Packets analyzed: 91,144 (55.02 MB)
Transports: IPv4 100% 
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1) 192.168.8.0/21 - 6.56 MB (11%) 1) 192.168.8.0/21 - 39.58 MB (71%)
2) 208.111.148.6 - 5.41 MB (9%) 2) 192.168.1.64 - 7.77 MB (14%)

































































1) 80 - 44.78 MB (84%) 1) 80 - 5.85 MB (11%)
2) 443 - 1.82 MB (3%) 2) 39710 - 5.41 MB (10%)
3) 39710 - 178.85 KB (0%) 3) 33148 - 4.44 MB (8%)
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PDF typically contains vector graphics, allowing for high 
resolution. 
PDF supports 32 bit floats & ints
8.5’’ ÷ 232 ≈ 1nm feature size
Other vector graphic formats:
• PostScript (PDF is based on PS)
• Windows Meta File (WMF)





Date range: 2008-07-21 21:51:07 -- 2008-07-22 02:13:47
Packets analyzed: 91,144 (55.02 MB)
Transports: IPv4 100% 
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1) 192.168.8.0/21 - 6.56 MB (11%) 1) 192.168.8.0/21 - 39.58 MB (71%)
2) 208.111.148.6 - 5.41 MB (9%) 2) 192.168.1.64 - 7.77 MB (14%)

































































1) 80 - 44.78 MB (84%) 1) 80 - 5.85 MB (11%)
2) 443 - 1.82 MB (3%) 2) 39710 - 5.41 MB (10%)




Date range: 2008-07-21 21:51:07 -- 2008-07-22 02:13:47
Packets analyzed: 91,144 (55.02 MB)
Transports: IPv4 100% 
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1) 192.168.8.0/21 - 6.56 MB (11%) 1) 192.168.8.0/21 - 39.58 MB (71%)
2) 208.111.148.6 - 5.41 MB (9%) 2) 192.168.1.64 - 7.77 MB (14%)

































































1) 80 - 44.78 MB (84%) 1) 80 - 5.85 MB (11%)
2) 443 - 1.82 MB (3%) 2) 39710 - 5.41 MB (10%)
3) 39710 - 178.85 KB (0%) 3) 33148 - 4.44 MB (8%)
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The goal of netviz is to give rapid “situational awareness” 









Date range: 2013-09-18 11:29:42 -- 2013-09-18 11:44:25
Packets analyzed: 3,177 (704.80 KB)
Transports: IPv4 90% IPv6 9% 


















































































































































1) 10.151.101.74 - 95.02 KB (13%) 1) 224.0.0.251 - 213.06 KB (30%)
2) fe80::1240:f3ff:fe92:1c6c - 66.18 KB (9%) 2) 239.255.255.250 - 188.49 KB (26%)
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This flow has a single download of about a megabyte.





Date range: 2013-10-29 16:20:32 -- 2013-10-29 16:20:36
Packets analyzed: 319 (271.83 KB)
Transports: IPv4 100% 













































1) 208.113.173.77 - 264.42 KB (97%) 1) 38.68.239.4 - 264.42 KB (97%)






























1) 80 - 264.42 KB (97%) 1) 61308 - 264.15 KB (97%)
2) 61308 - 7.05 KB (2%) 2) 80 - 7.42 KB (2%)
3) 61309 - 186 B (0%) 3) 61309 - 132 B (0%)
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MIT ID’99 IDS evaluation.
The graph shows peculiarities of the traffic.
• Lots of FTP
• Not enough off-peak data.





Date range: 1999-03-09 08:00:01 -- 1999-03-10 03:03:20
Packets analyzed: 1,571,748 (373.65 MB)
Transports: IPv4 100% 
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1) 172.16.112.194 - 16.15 MB (4%) 1) 172.16.117.64/26 - 24.91 MB (6%)
2) 172.16.112.100 - 15.86 MB (4%) 2) 172.16.113.105 - 22.98 MB (6%)















































1) 80 - 239.63 MB (65%) 1) 80 - 30.44 MB (8%)
2) 23 - 26.32 MB (7%) 2) 23 - 23.06 MB (6%)
3) 20 - 23.17 MB (6%) 3) 25 - 8.05 MB (2%)
Tuesday, November 5, 13
MIT ID’99 IDS evaluation.
The graph shows peculiarities of the traffic.
• Lots of FTP
• Not enough off-peak data.





Date range: 1999-03-09 08:00:01 -- 1999-03-10 03:03:20
Packets analyzed: 1,571,748 (373.65 MB)
Transports: IPv4 100% 
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1) 172.16.112.194 - 16.15 MB (4%) 1) 172.16.117.64/26 - 24.91 MB (6%)
2) 172.16.112.100 - 15.86 MB (4%) 2) 172.16.113.105 - 22.98 MB (6%)















































1) 80 - 239.63 MB (65%) 1) 80 - 30.44 MB (8%)
2) 23 - 26.32 MB (7%) 2) 23 - 23.06 MB (6%)
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2 minutes of packets on a high-volume network
• Mostly HTTP & HTTPS





Date range: 2013-09-03 21:31:40 -- 2013-09-03 21:33:23
Packets analyzed: 62,088 (38.54 MB)
Transports: Other 100% 






















































































































































1) 67.69.197.51 - 4.28 MB (11%) 1) 192.168.128.2 - 35.95 MB (93%)
2) 184.168.156.1 - 2.80 MB (7%) 2) 74.125.131.94 - 493.82 KB (1%)
































































1) 80 - 31.07 MB (80%) 1) 57535 - 1.55 MB (4%)
2) 443 - 4.89 MB (12%) 2) 57390 - 1.33 MB (3%)
3) 57368 - 108.75 KB (0%) 3) 80 - 1.30 MB (3%)
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Glenn Henderson’s MS thesis (NPS Sept 2013) applied this 
visualization to disk images (BE windirs.txt)
Key improvements:



















































* - indicates bar was scaled to increase visibility
Tuesday, November 5, 13
Same disk image viewed with Autopsy Timeline (beta)
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Date range: 1999-03-09 08:00:01 -- 1999-03-10 03:03:20
Packets analyzed: 1,571,748 (373.65 MB)
Transports: IPv4 100% 
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1) 172.16.112.194 - 16.15 MB (4%) 1) 172.16.117.64/26 - 24.91 MB (6%)
2) 172.16.112.100 - 15.86 MB (4%) 2) 172.16.113.105 - 22.98 MB (6%)















































1) 80 - 239.63 MB (65%) 1) 80 - 30.44 MB (8%)
2) 23 - 26.32 MB (7%) 2) 23 - 23.06 MB (6%)
3) 20 - 23.17 MB (6%) 3) 25 - 8.05 MB (2%)
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Tuesday, November 5, 13
Problem with histograms: # of bins changes the results.
61
10 bins
Tuesday, November 5, 13
Histogram with 70 bins
62
Tuesday, November 5, 13
Histogram with 1000 bins:
We would prefer that the bin count not change the results.
63
Tuesday, November 5, 13
A cumulative distribution function (CDF) plot is less sensitive 
to bin count.
A CDF shows the fraction of measurements less than a value.
Many people find CDFs hard to understand.
CDFs are easy to make with matplotlib:
    
P.hist(speed_vals,bins,weights=speed_secs,cumulative=True,
       histtype='step',normed=True,color='red',linewidth=4)
64
bins=10 bins=70 bins=1000
Tuesday, November 5, 13
I like overlaying the CDF on a histogram.
This is easy to do with matplotlib
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The overlay on tcpflow is subtle.





Date range: 2008-07-21 21:51:07 -- 2008-07-22 02:13:47
Packets analyzed: 91,144 (55.02 MB)
Transports: IPv4 100% 
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1) 192.168.8.0/21 - 6.56 MB (11%) 1) 192.168.8.0/21 - 39.58 MB (71%)
2) 208.111.148.6 - 5.41 MB (9%) 2) 192.168.1.64 - 7.77 MB (14%)

































































1) 80 - 44.78 MB (84%) 1) 80 - 5.85 MB (11%)
2) 443 - 1.82 MB (3%) 2) 39710 - 5.41 MB (10%)
3) 39710 - 178.85 KB (0%) 3) 33148 - 4.44 MB (8%)
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GraphViz is an easy tool for network visualization
Originally developed by Bell Labs
Multiple layout engines
Simple “language” for describing graphs
digraph G {
        A -> B;
}
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GraphViz allows tremendous flexibility
You can change:




        C [shape=star,label="Forensics",height=2];
        Training [shape=box,style=filled,fillcolor=yellow];
        C -> Training;
        C -> Tools;
        C -> Preparation;
        C -> Convictions [label="Legal Authority"];
}
Forensics
Training Tools Preparation Convictions
Legal Authority
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Graphviz offers several different layout engines.
Layout is hard — especially for forensic data
We have a lot of extraneous information
Consider a hypothetical case: 
• drive #1 — 10 distinct email addresses
• drive #2 — 20 distinct email addresses
• drive #3 — 30 distinct email addresses
• hacker1 — common between drive #1, #2
• hacker2 — common between drive #1, #2, #3
    drive1_emails = ["user%d@drive1" % i for i in range(10,20)]
    drive2_emails = ["user%d@drive2" % i for i in range(10,30)]
    drive3_emails = ["user%d@drive3" % i for i in range(10,40)]
    for drive in [drive1_emails,drive2_emails]:
        drive += ["hacker1"]
    for drive in [drive1_emails,drive2_emails,drive3_emails]:
        drive += ["hacker2"]
70
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$ dot -Tpdf emailgraph.dot -o emailgraph-dot.pdf




user10@drive1 user11@drive1 user12@drive1 user13@drive1 user14@drive1 user15@drive1user16@drive1 user17@drive1 user18@drive1 user19@drive1
drive2
user10@drive2 user11@drive2 user12@drive2 user13@drive2 user14@drive2 user15@drive2 user16@drive2 user17@drive2 user18@drive2 user19@drive2 user20@drive2 user21@drive2 user22@drive2 user23@drive2 user24@drive2 user25@drive2 user26@drive2 user27@drive2user28@drive2 user29@drive2
drive3
user10@drive3 user11@drive3 user12@drive3 user13@drive3 user14@drive3 user15@drive3user16@drive3 user17@drive3 user18@drive3 user19@drive3 user20@drive3 user21@drive3 user22@drive3 user23@drive3 user24@drive3 user25@drive3 user26@drive3 user27@drive3 user28@drive3 user29@drive3 user30@drive3 user31@drive3 user32@drive3 user33@drive3 user34@drive3 user35@drive3 user36@drive3 user37@drive3 user38@drive3 user39@drive3
hacker1 hacker2
drive1
user10@drive1 user11@drive1 user12@drive1 user13@drive1 user14@drive1 user15@drive1user16@drive1 user17@drive1 user18@drive1 user19@drive1
drive2
user10@drive2 user11@drive2 user12@drive2 user13@drive2 user14@drive2 user15@drive2 user16@drive2 user17@drive2 user18@drive2 user19@drive2 user20@drive2 user21@drive2 user22@drive2 user23@drive2 user24@drive2 user25@drive2 user26@drive2 user27@drive2user28@drive2 user29@drive2
drive3
user10@drive3 user11@drive3 user12@drive3 user13@drive3 user14@drive3 user15@drive3user16@drive3 user17@drive3 user18@drive3 user19@drive3 user20@drive3 user21@drive3 user22@drive3 user23@drive3 user24@drive3 user25@drive3 user26@drive3 user27@drive3 user28@drive3 user29@drive3 user30@drive3 user31@drive3 user32@drive3 user33@drive3 user34@drive3 user35@drive3 user36@drive3 user37@drive3 user38@drive3 user39@drive3
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$ neato -Tpdf emailgraph.dot -o emailgraph-neato.pdf
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$ fdp -Tpdf emailgraph.dot -o emailgraph-fdp.pdf
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$ sfdp -Tpdf emailgraph.dot -o emailgraph-sfdp.pdf





























































Tuesday, November 5, 13
Improve the graph by removing information.
$ sfdp -Tpdf emailgraph.dot -o emailgraph-sfdp.pdf
• Remove emails from nodes that do not connect
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I visualized the same dataset with 3DJS:
Because 3DJS is interactive, you can “fix” the layout.
The only way to save this is printing to PDF and screen capture.
• Doesn’t work well for very complex datasets
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The IP carving “drives” visualization — 





• {drive} -> {MAC}  
—when {MAC} found on {drive}
Selection:
• {MAC} : only if on more than on {drive}
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Conclusion: Data-driven visualization are an important 
growth area for open source forensics.
Specific requirements for forensic visualization:
• Repeatability
• No requirement for manual editing
• Ingests large amount of data
• PDF output
We need a “vocabulary” of forensic visualizations
• Histograms w/ CDF overlay.
• Bar graphs 
—total vs. distinct.




• 3DJS — Requires a browser
The role of browser-based visualization are unclear.





Date range: 2008-07-21 21:51:07 -- 2008-07-22 02:13:47
Packets analyzed: 91,144 (55.02 MB)
Transports: IPv4 100% 
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1) 192.168.8.0/21 - 6.56 MB (11%) 1) 192.168.8.0/21 - 39.58 MB (71%)
2) 208.111.148.6 - 5.41 MB (9%) 2) 192.168.1.64 - 7.77 MB (14%)

































































1) 80 - 44.78 MB (84%) 1) 80 - 5.85 MB (11%)
2) 443 - 1.82 MB (3%) 2) 39710 - 5.41 MB (10%)
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Backup Slides
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FTK5 (1/4)
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AccessData Visualization is 
another market innovation 
brought to you by the leader 
in forensic technology, 
AccessData. 
Available with FTK out of the box, Visualization allows you to 
automatically construct timelines and graphically illustrate 
relationships among parties of interest in a case. It’s yet 
another powerful way for you to improve your efficiency and 
accuracy, while enriching your reporting capabilities.
Email Visualization
āŎ $/-.Ŏ-&Ŏ(Ŏ )/-Ŏ) Ŏ)''/(#.#)(Ŏ*,#)-Ŏ#(Ŏ3-üŎ
weeks, months, years and decades.
āŎ /#%&3Ŏ.,'#(Ŏ(Ŏ)(03Ŏ*%Ŏ)''/(#.#)(Ŏ
periods in a graphical format.
āŎ "Ŏ)#&Ŏ(&34,Ŏ&&)1-Ŏ3)/Ŏ.)Ŏ0#1Ŏ'#&Ŏ
communications at the domain level and drill down to the 
custodian level to see communications among specific 
individuals, while maintaining domain relations.
āŎ /&&Ŏ.Ŏ-Ŏ)(Ŏ)'#(Ŏ(Ŏ'#&-Ŏ) Ŏ#(.,-.û
āŎ ,*"#&&3Ŏ,*,-(.Ŏ."Ŏ-)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custodian to determine strength/frequency of 
communication.
āŎ 	(&/Ŏ-,(-").-Ŏ) Ŏ3)/,Ŏ0#-/&Ŏ(&3-#-Ŏ#(Ŏ3)/,Ŏ-Ŏ
reports to present your evidence in a way that is easy for 
non-technical parties to comprehend.
AccessData’s Visualization allows users to graphically analyze both file and email data in seconds by  
including graphical timeline construction, social analyzers, cluster graphs, pie charts and more. 
AccessData Visualization
Copyright Access Data 2013
http://www.accessdata.com/products/digital-forensics/ftk
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FTK5 (2/4)
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AccessData Visualization is 
another market innovation 
brought to you by the leader 
in forensic technology, 
AccessData. 
Available with FTK out of the box, Visualization allows you to 
automatically construct timelines and graphically illustrate 
relationships among parties of interest in a case. It’s yet 
another powerful way for you to improve your efficiency and 
accuracy, while enriching your reporting capabilities.
Email Visualization
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periods in a graphical format.
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communications at the domain level and drill down to the 
custodian level to see communications among specific 
individuals, while maintaining domain relations.
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reports to present your evidence in a way that is easy for 
non-technical parties to comprehend.
AccessData’s Visualization allows users to graphically analyze both file and email data in seconds by  
including graphical timeline construction, social analyzers, cluster graphs, pie charts and more. 
AccessData Visualization
Copyright Access Data 2013
http://www.accessdata.com/products/digital-forensics/ftk


















No longer are investigators, forensic analysts and researchers 
forced to rely on third-party tools like Analyst Notebook, 
Microsoft Excel or difficult-to-learn opensource software to
visualize relationships in between data elements.
FTK® can now provide a 
vivid and intuitive view 
into case facts, enabling 
rapid decision making and 
reducing time to resolution.
File Visualization
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the target machine for an understanding of relative file 
size and location.
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No longer are investigators, forensic analysts and researchers 
forced to rely on third-party tools like Analyst Notebook, 
Microsoft Excel or difficult-to-learn opensource software to 
visualize relationships in between data elements.
FTK® can now provide a 
vivid and intuitive view 
into case facts, enabling 
rapid decision making and 
reducing time to resolution.
File Visualization
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No longer are investigators, forensic analysts and researchers 
forced to rely on third-party tools like An lyst Notebook, 
Microsoft Excel or difficult-to-learn opensource software to 
visualize relationships in between data elements.
FTK® can now provide a 
vivid and intuitive view 
into case facts, enabling 
rapid decision making and 
reducing time to resolu ion.
File Visualization
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Don’t use pie charts!
Thanks to Stephen Few
Copyright © 2007 Stephen Few, Perceptual Edge Page 2 of 14
the whole of 100%. Seeing a bar extend to 25% along a quantitative scale conveys a part-to-
whole relationship only slightly less effectively than a pie chart with a quarter slice, especially 
if the bar graph’s title declares that it displays the parts of some total (for example, “Regional 
Breakdown of Total Revenue”). Despite the obvious nature of a pie charts message, bar 
graphs provide a much better means to compare the magnitudes of each part. Pie charts 
only make it easy to judge the magnitude of a slice when it is close to 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 
or 100%. Any percentages other than these are diffi cult to discern in a pie chart, but can be 
accurately discerned in a bar graph, thanks to the quantitative scale.
Allow me to illustrate. Here is a pie chart with six slices. Notice how easy it is to determine 







Now notice how that even the green slice, which was easy to read as 25% above, is no 







None of the values have changed. I simply sorted the slices by size. In the earlier example, 
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Avoid pie charts.
Pie charts are colorful, but are poor for comparing numeric data
Re-ordering a pie chart can influence perception
—“Save the Pies for Dessert,” Stephen Few, August 2007
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the whole of 100%. Seeing a bar extend to 25% along a quantitative scale conveys a part-to-
whole relationship only slightly less effectively than a pie chart with a quarter slice, especially 
if the bar graph’s title declares that it displays the parts of some total (for example, “Regional 
Breakdown of Total Revenue”). Despite the obvious nature of a pie charts message, bar 
graphs provide a much better means to compare the magnitudes of each part. Pie charts 
only make it easy to judge the magnitude of a slice when it is close to 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 
or 100%. Any percentages other than these are diffi cult to discern in a pie chart, but can be 
accurately discerned in a bar graph, thanks to the quantitative scale.
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Instead of labeled pie charts, use bar graphs
The bar graph makes direct comparison easy!
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You might be inclined to believe that you can do a better job than most in judging differences 
in values that are encoded as 2-D area. Here’s a simple test. If the area of the small circle 





Not easy, is it? When I ask students to guess the size of the large circle, I get answers rang-
ing from around 6 to 50.The area of the large circle is actually 16 times the area of the small 
circle. Stephen Kosslyn writes:
The systematic distortion of area is captured by “Steven’s Power Law,” which states 
that the psychological impression is a function of the actual physical magnitude raised 
to an exponent (and multiplied by a scaling constant). To be precise, the perceived 
area is usually equal to the actual area raised to an exponent of about 0.8, times a 
scaling constant In contrast, relative line length [such as the lengths of bars] is per-
ceived almost perfectly, provided that the lines are oriented the same way. (Kosslyn, 
Stephen, Graph Design for the Eye and Mind, Oxford University Press, 2006, p. 40)
Perhaps you object to the fact that you had to rely on relative 2-D areas alone to discern 
the differences above, without the benefi t of relative angles as well, which play a role in pie 
charts. Here’s another test, this time using an actual pie chart. Look at the pie chart below 








Having trouble? As you can see, comparing the angles of the slices doesn’t make it any 
easier.
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Naomi Robbins writes:
We make angle judgments when we read a pie chart, but we don’t judge angles very 
well. These judgments are biased; we underestimate acute angles (angles less than 
90°) and overestimate obtuse angles (angles greater than 90°). Also, angles with 
horizontal bisectors (when the line dividing the angle in two is horizontal) appear 
larger than angles with vertical bisectors. (Naomi Robbins, Creating More Effective 
Graphs, Wiley, 2005, p. 49)
If a chart is doing its job, you shouldn’t have to struggle. Look at how easy it is to compare 
the percentages using the bar graph below, which displays the same values:
Total Revenue by Product








Pies in All Their Modern Glory
The pie chart, like all graphs that use the position, length, or area of objects to represent 
quantity, includes an axis with a quantitative scale, only it is never shown. The axis and scale 
of a pie chart is not linear, as it is with most graphs, but circular, for it is located along the 
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Never use 3D effects — they distort relationships.
(The distortion changes with different 3D projections.)
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People love dressing up their pie charts today to look mouthwatering. Why stick with a 
simple 2-D pie chart when you can add a third dimension of depth to the picture and throw in 
some lighting effects and contoured edges while you’re at it, as shown here?
It’s pretty and eye-catching, but is it more meaningful or easier to interpret? Actually, by 
adding depth to the pie and changing its angle, we’ve made it more diffi cult to interpret. The 
green slice now appears greater than it actually is, because of the depth that’s been added. 
The slices are now more diffi cult to compare, because the angle skews their appearance.
For those of you who can’t resist tilting your pies (after all, pie tilting is an ancient and re-
spected sport among cultures known for their talent with pastries), let me illustrate the effect 
that you’re creating. Below are three pie charts that are exactly the same, except that the 
one above is 2-D and the other two are 3-D and tilted. Notice how different the relationships 
between the slices appear from one version to the next.
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Why stop here? Based on what many software vendors advertise, we’re encouraged to 
tweak them out with abandon. For example, with Excel and several other products, you can 
now easily manipulate the transparency of the pie, creating utterly useless charts such as 
this:
Believe it or not, this is the same pie chart as the one above. The only difference is that now 
you can see through it. Aren’t you happy Microsoft added this nifty feature? Trust me when 
I say that I am not doing anything here that isn’t marketed with pride by countless software 
vendors. Here’s a Crystal Xcelsius pie chart that’s been polished to a high-gloss gleam:
I pulled this example from a dashboard. One of the objectives of a dashboard is to present 
information in a way that can be quickly read and easily understood. If you glance at this too 
quickly, however, you’re liable to think that it contains three slices. This misperception is a 
result of the simulated refl ection of light on the shiny surface of the pie. When light refl ects 
like this off of objects in the real world, we fi nd it annoying. We have to squint to block the 
glare in an effort to see the object clearly. Why would we ever want to reproduce this annoy-
ing and misleading effect on a computer screen?
Sometimes, despite their obvious limitations, absurd demands are placed on pie charts to 
show a great deal more than usual. On the following page there is an example from Advizor 
Analyst/X (an otherwise good product), which attempts to show two levels of part-to-whole 
relationships at one time: one per country (the slices) and one per product type (the circular 
bands of color within each country). It would be impossible to compare quantities of a prod-
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There’s a lot of work in visualizations 
— but few translate to open source software.
In most of the academic world, success is a publication.
To sustain forensic visualizations, they must be built into open source 
software that is used and maintained.
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Fig. 5: BGP-Event-Visualization: The pixel visualization on the left acts as an overview to be able to focus on
interesting events (e.g., AS31733 with a high Z-Score). The graph visualization with an underlying geographic map
reveals details about the selected route. Grey paths are obsolete, red paths are new routings.
compare the route changes .
Figure 5 refers to the detection of the Link Tele-
com hijack incident, where, from both the pixel
coloring and the route divergence, it becomes ev-
ident that the depicted event regards a rather ab-
normal path alteration. Additionally, the necessary
information is provided for efficiently performing
the thorough attribution of the underlying BGP
activity.
4 CONCLUSION
The routing infrastructure of the Internet relies
entirely on BGP as inter-domain routing protocol
to maintain and exchange routing information be-
tween network providers. Because of the vulnerable
design of BGP, attackers can easily misuse the
routing system through prefix hijacking in order to
conduct malicious activities, such as spamming and
DoS attacks, without worrying about disclosing
their identity through their real source IPs.
Efficient network monitoring tools are thus of
utmost importance. However, network administra-
tors are challenged today by the sheer volumes
of data to analyze, especially when it comes to
BGP data collection and monitoring. In this respect,
a short survey is given on network visualization
methods for BGP, in order to show how visual
analysis tools can support an analyst in finding,
understanding and confirming BGP hijacks and
other anomalies in routing data, in complement to
fully-automated analytical methods. Moreover, this
paper describes methods and tools that are being
developed for BGP monitoring and prefix hijack
detection, within the framework of VIS-SENSE, a
European research project that focuses on the ex-
ploitation of visual analytics for enhancing Internet
forensics. To this aim, a verified prefix hijacking
case that recently occurred is exhaustively analysed
by applying the VIS-SENSE methodologies.
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